CHAPTER 10.
Discussion & Conclusion
10.1 OUTLINE

Medical intervention with probiotics has the ability to drive change and redefine healthcare’s socioeconomic potential. However, the valorisation cycle for probiotics appears to be hampered and currently prevents rapid progress (van den Nieuwboer et al., 2016b). This thesis therefore sets out to study critical barriers to the probiotic innovation process to advance research & development on live microorganisms for the promotion of human health. The CVM is used as a frame of reference on probiotic valorisation to study persistent challenges and key innovation drivers (Section 1.4.2). The following research objectives were formulated and are addressed in the individual chapters of this thesis:

1. Which critical challenges do innovators face when developing probiotic applications?
2. What are the barriers and opportunities for bowel habit improvement in nursing homes with probiotic intervention?
3. What are the perceptions of patients and physicians towards probiotics?
4. How should research be prioritized for health claim approval in the adult population?

Here, we present our key findings, their implications and recommendations for future research. The chapter ends with a general conclusion and a discussion on the validity of the utilized research methodologies.
10.2 CRITICAL CHALLENGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROBIOTIC APPLICATIONS

Developing successful probiotic applications can be a lengthy and complex undertaking. Throughout the production and development process, probiotic innovators are faced with several persistent challenges (Jankovic et al., 2010; van den Nieuwboer et al., 2016b). Here, we explored how Access and Benefit Sharing legislation restricts research and development on probiotic microorganisms (Chapter 2), and how production, processing and packaging may alter the quality and functionality of a probiotic product (Chapter 3).

10.2.1 Key findings: Access to genetic resources

Probiotics are genetic resources that are amenable to Access and Benefit Sharing legislation and the relevant provisions of the Nagoya Protocol (CBD, 2018). To conduct research and development on these microorganisms, innovators therefore need to obtain prior informed consent from the provider country of the material and negotiate mutual agreed terms for their use. The objective of the Nagoya Protocol is to promote transparency on the management of genetic resources through fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from their utilization, thereby contributing to the conservation of biological diversity and the sustainable use of its components globally (CBD, 2010). However, we demonstrate in Chapter 2 that the legal requirements to access and utilize probiotics microorganisms from countries that ratified the Protocol can be disproportionally high or unattainable. Critical barriers include: (1) the decentralized nature of the Nagoya Protocol which gives rise to a high diversity of local regulations, (2) the inability to trace genetic resources from widely available commodities back to a single country of origin, and (3) the equivocality of the Protocol’s scope, for instance, regarding the inclusion of genetic sequence data and genetic resources from the human microbiome.

While Access and Benefit Sharing legislation is vital to negate biopiracy and ensure fair sharing of benefits (Buck & Hamilton., 2011), the limitations associated with the default implementation of the Nagoya Protocol can make compliance for users a rather daunting task. It is feared that probiotic innovators are tempted to source their genetic resources from countries that choose not to exert their sovereignty rights, thereby leaving many indigenous (and potentially beneficial) probiotic strains underutilized. This directly goes against the objective of the Nagoya Protocol and restricts the flow of novel probiotic species unto the market.
10.2.2 Key findings: Production & packaging

Probiotics are also live microorganisms that are affected by their surroundings. We demonstrate in Chapter 3, that a host of external factors can alter probiotic viability during production, processing and packaging. The most critical factors include: (1) food ingredients and additives, (2) temperature, (3) pH, (4) water activity, (5) oxygen contents or redox potentials, (6) packaging aspects and (7) competing bacteria. For instance, high oxygen contents and low pH are generally correlated negatively with probiotic viability, although certain species and strains are better equipped to deal with such environments. These factors can also influence the geno- and phenotypes of cells in response to their environment, thereby potentially altering the probiotic effect (Bisanz et al., 2014; Reid, 2015). It is thus crucial to carefully monitor probiotic stability during production and processing, and for the same reason, to choose the right carrier matrix for administration. Probiotics can be administered in a plethora of different matrices, including yogurts, dairy drinks, fruit juices, chocolates, ice-cream and (lyophilized) powders or capsules, each presenting their own benefits and trade-offs. In simulated gastric conditions, for instance, dairy- and water-based products seem to outperform freeze-dried capsules on probiotic survival (Fredua-Agyeman & Gaisford, 2015). In vivo studies furthermore reveal strain-dependent matrix effects on GIT survival and probiotic stability. For instance, (1) faecal excretion levels of L. salivarius UCC118 were found on average to be 15 times higher in fresh milk than in fermented milk (Collins et al., 2002) and (2) probiotic cell counts were found to decrease with 1-2 log CFU/ml in fruit juice and with less than 1 log CFU/ml in pasteurized milk after two weeks of storage (Saarela et al., 2006). However, the amount of clinical studies evaluating two or more matrices in their potential as optimal carrier for probiotic administration is scarce.

We show here the external environments of probiotics can alter their functionality throughout the entire development cycle. Whereas lowered viability may reduce clinical efficacy, changes in the geno- and phenotypes can alter the host response and introduce potential safety concerns for consumers (Sanders et al., 2014). There is thus a clear need to (re)identify the genetic and phenotypic differences between reference- and product strains after production and processing. These findings are underlined by a recent study by Ansari and colleagues (2019) which revealed that the contents of many probiotic products do not match the reported strains on their packaging and that certain strains have altered gene expressions when compared with the native strain.
10.2.3 Recommendations

Current research on probiotics seems to exhibit a disproportioned distribution of efforts, where most scientific studies have evaluated the strain-specific clinical effects of probiotics, but the effects of carrier matrices and production processes remain largely underexposed. Consequently, there is a lack of fundamental knowledge on their effects on cell proliferation, gene expression and probiotic working mechanisms (Reid., 2016; van den Nieuwboer et al., 2016b), which calls for additional studies on the influence of production environments and carrier matrices. For novel microbial species, however, such research and information exchange is currently curtailed under the Nagoya Protocol. We therefore recommend that a multilateral system (MLS) and associated treaty are established in which conditions for access and use of lactic acid bacteria are agreed between all members and translated in standardized Material Transfer Agreements (Reichman et al., 2015; Ribeiro et al., 2018). Ratifying countries thereby agree to make their genetic diversity and associated knowledge available to all through the MLS, where contracting Parties share a set of standardized rules of facilitated access. This system reduces costly and time-consuming efforts of users to negotiate contracts with individual parties or countries, thereby further stimulating innovation.

10.3 BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR BOWEL HABIT IMPROVEMENT IN NURSING HOMES

The socioeconomic success of a probiotic application is dependent on its impact on society as well as the accessibility for the intended population (van den Nieuwboer et al., 2016b). Probiotics therefore need to be safe, effective and affordable. Here, we explored the potential of probiotics for bowel habit improvement in nursing home care to advance innovation within this domain, by reviewing the safety, efficacy, and financial impact of probiotic supplementation (Chapter 4 and 5).

10.3.1 Key findings

Chronic constipation and diarrhoea are common GIT disorders in institutionalized elderly that are associated with age-, diet- and polypharmacy-related microbiota perturbations (Ticinesi et al., 2017; Odamaki et al., 2016). Both indications have a severe impact on health-related quality of life and carry a substantial economic burden (Bongers et al., 2009; Frank et al., 2002). The unmet health need seems
to be highest with respect to constipation, as we demonstrate in Chapter 4 & 5 that approximately half of nursing home residents are constipated on average compared with a median of 16% in the general population. The prevalence of diarrhoea in nursing homes is lower, albeit still high, with a reported average of 13%. Probiotics can be effective in improving the bowel habits of elderly residents, as indicated by multiple clinical studies with a variety of probiotic strains (Chapter 4). In chapter 5, we conducted a meta-analysis on studies reporting the defecation frequency and stool consistency of institutionalized elderly with constipation before and after probiotic supplementation, to show that the intervention may reduce the prevalence of constipation by 28%. We also demonstrate that probiotic supplementation can reduce the conventional treatment costs for constipation management in these institutions as probiotics are relatively affordable and can be easily implemented (i.e. replacing regular milk with a probiotic version). An average sized nursing home with 100 residents and a constipation prevalence of 42%, may therefore save between €8,000–€25,000 (9–28%) annually in constipation-related expenses when supplementing all residents with probiotics. In line with previous safety studies (Cabana et al., 2019; Van den Nieuwboer et al., 2014a) we also confirm that probiotics are safe for consumption in this population, as no significant differences were observed on the total number of adverse events between probiotic- and control groups (apart from a higher incidence in flatulence (Chapter 4)).

There is a clear unmet health need within nursing home care to improve quality of life by reducing (co-) morbidity and lowering associated health care costs. This need is underlined by a strikingly high prevalence of constipation in nursing homes and an unprecedented rate of aging in our society (WHO, 2011). It is projected that over 20% of the world population will be 60 years or older in 2050, compared with 8% in 1950. This calls for novel intervention strategies in nursing home care that are safe, effective and economically viable. We demonstrate that probiotics have this potential for constipation management, yet their usage remains limited within medical communities and nursing home care. Low prescription rates are often attributed to a lack of quality controlled clinical trials (van den Nieuwboer et al., 2016b), and indeed the clinical studies we reviewed here present several methodological limitations. First off, the sample sizes of these studies are relatively small (or experienced large drop-out rates), with only a single study including more than 50 participants in the per-protocol-set (Pitkälä et al 2007). Most studies were also either uncontrolled, open-label or adopted relatively short intervention periods, and as each study utilized different probiotic strains and carrier matrices, the combined data is highly heterogenous and warrants further clinical evaluation.
10.3.2 Recommendations

Compelling and high-powered clinical trials are needed to foster innovation and convince elderly care physicians, policy makers, and food or drug administrations of the added benefits of probiotic supplementation in this population (Gibson et al., 2011; Flach et al., 2017). Increasing cooperation is therefore needed between researchers, nursing homes and ethics- & regulatory committees, as adversities inherent to clinical research in nursing homes currently prevent rapid progress: i.e. obtaining informed consent from incapacitated elderly, involving staff members and obtaining regulatory and ethical approval. To further substantiate the health economic potential, we recommended that the impact of probiotic intervention on the workload for nursing home employees is addressed in these future studies, as this has not been previously evaluated (but makes up 80% of the conventional treatment costs for constipation care). Similarly, the effects of probiotic intervention on the laxative use by nursing home residents generally appear to be underreported, with little insight given into the prescription policies of the institutions (e.g. evaluation periods and constipation criteria) and the course of treatment over time. Finally, our health economic calculation only considers the costs associated with constipation management, whereas probiotic supplementation may benefit the host in various other ways. For example, probiotic supplementation may reduce (antibiotic associated) diarrhoea in elderly nursing home residents (Rondanelli et al., 2015; Hamilton-Miller, 2004) and could potentially reduce treatment expenditures in this area as well, which calls for additional health economic evaluations and a consolidating approach.

10.4 PERCEPTIONS OF PHYSICIANS AND PATIENTS TOWARDS PROBIOTICS

Negative perceptions and low acceptance among physicians and patients are reported as key barriers to the probiotic innovation process (van den Nieuwboer et al., 2016b). Here, we sought to explore the perceptions of both users and prescribers of probiotics and analysed their underlying cause. In chapter 6, we reviewed the perceptions of Ulcerative Colitis (UC) patients, and in chapter 7 & 8, we explored the attitudes of Medical Doctors (MDs) and General Practitioners (GPs) towards probiotics.
10.4.1 Key findings

UC is the most common form of IBD, characterized by mucosal inflammation and ulcers on the inner lining of the human colon and rectum (Conrad et al., 2014). In Chapter 6, we show that probiotic supplementation may improve QoL in this population, as 64% of UC patients who had consumed a probiotic formulation on a regular basis ('users') reported beneficial effects ('responders'). Probiotic effects in the physical domain were most prominent, with half of responders experiencing a decreased stool frequency and enhanced stool texture. The vast majority (88%) of responders also deemed the observed effects to be relevant or even highly relevant in terms of improving their QoL, whereas none of the users reported negative effects of consumption. All 23 interview participants expressed a positive general attitude towards probiotics, frequently reported by users as a curiosity towards the potential beneficial effects on their QoL (by 64% of users, 0% of non-users; 39% of total) and as a belief in the underlying theoretical rationale (21% of users; 44% of non-users; 30% of total). However, 44% of non-users and 7% of users (22% of total) reported to be positive yet cautious, awaiting convincing evidence of beneficial effects. Similar results are observed for prescribers of probiotics in Chapter 7 & 8. Here we demonstrate that between 50-80% of MDs and GPs in Europe (N = 415 and N = 1318, respectively) prescribe probiotics in their practice at least sometimes ('Advisors'), primarily for AAD, Infectious Diarrhoea, Abdominal discomfort, IBS and IBD. While half of MDs and GPs indicate that they perceive probiotics to be safe and that there is sufficient clinical evidence regarding the efficacy of probiotics, there is a clear need for further clinical evaluation as the primary reason not to advice probiotics was a lack of evidence regarding efficacy (53%). This was also the preferred type of future information for most MDs and GPs.

Distal factors (such as the characteristics of an innovation) determine consumers’ intention to accept an innovation through proximal factors (e.g. social norms) (Ronteltap et al., 2007). In this regard, the doctor-patient relationship is an important driver of consumer acceptance and steers public opinion (Robinson et al., 2004; Noble., 2016). While many physicians prescribe probiotics in their practice (at least sometimes), 40-50% still indicated there is insufficient evidence regarding probiotic safety or efficacy. Similarly, patient communities expressly state that they are waiting for more convincing evidence of beneficial effects. To stimulate probiotic innovation by improving the perceptions of patients and physicians towards probiotics, more compelling and controlled clinical trials are therefore required.
10.4.2 Recommendations

While the need for further clinical substantiation is evident and often reiterated, there are other factors that drive prescription behaviour and consumer acceptance. In Chapter 6, we show that conventional media (such as TV and Radio) are associated with negative perceptions and lowered prescription rates among physicians. Other studies report that factors such as social team dynamics, hierarchy, time pressure, personal norms, prior experiences, culture and religion are all factors that influence the prescription behaviour as well (Warremana et al., 2018). The fact that probiotics are frequently not adopted in guidelines for physicians (and prescription would therefore go against the social/cultural norm), may be another prominent barrier to innovation (NHG., 2019; Randel., 2018). Further research is therefore needed to indicate whether, and to what extent, these and other factors are of influence on the perceptions of physicians and their prescription behaviour to advance innovation in this domain. Moreover, the list of indications for which probiotics might be beneficial is long and expanding (Foligne et al., 2013). As most clinical effects of probiotic are strain-specific and cannot be extrapolated to other species, a physician needs to prescribe different bacterial strains for different indications (McFarland., 2018). It appears that GPs are provided with insufficient information and often have an erroneous notion that one strain could relieve all disease (van den Nieuwboer et al., 2016b). The large variety of probiotic products (available as food, dietary supplement or drug) together with the inability of companies to list the intended health indication on the product’s packaging (as no health claims are approved for probiotics in Europe), create additional confusion for physicians and consumers. To this end, guidance documents that summarize and categorize available probiotic products per indication, as provided by Agamennnone and colleagues (2018) for instance, can be of great assistance to foster adoption.

10.5 RESEARCH PRIORITIES FOR HEALTH CLAIM APPROVAL IN THE ADULT POPULATION

An increasing amount of clinical trials are being performed with probiotics, yet no health claim has been approved in Europe to date. Unable to communicate the intended health effects to consumers, this forms a prominent barrier to innovation which can (in part) be attributed to the wide range of potential therapeutic applications and a diluted distribution of research efforts. Here, we reviewed the current
clinical evidence of the two best documented probiotic strains (LGG & BB-12) to prioritize future research for health claim approval.

**10.5.1 Key findings**

A total of 92 clinical trials have been performed with LGG and BB12 in the adult population at the time of writing. Of these, 42 studies were performed in healthy adults or patient populations that are considered representative for effects in the general population. Bowel habit improvement (14 trials, 2240 subjects), immune support (24 trials, 375 subjects) and AAD prevention (7 trials, 300 subjects) were the most frequently studied indications, but 13 different health domains were identified. Chapter 9 shows that supplementation with LGG and BB-12 may promote human health and support the daily wellness of consumers in high priority areas. For instance, there is evidence that BB-12 beneficially affects stool frequency in populations with reduced stool frequency (without increasing diarrhoea). Furthermore, LGG appears to prevent AAD in patients treated for *H. pylori* infection. It is also suggested that both LGG and BB-12 (separately and in combination) support immune defence against pathogens in the upper respiratory tract.

While these results indicate that probiotic supplementation may support the daily wellness of consumers, the evidence is considered insufficient to support clear efficacy verdicts and substantiate health claim approval in Europe (EFSA Panel on Dietetic Products, 2011, 2013). This could be attributed to general difficulties in probiotic food research (Sanders et al., 2016), such as large interpersonal microbiota variability and the subtle effects of probiotics. However, it becomes increasingly evident that an overall lack of power in probiotic research trials is strong a diminishing factor for health claim substantiation. On average, the studies reviewed here included 52 participants per trial (with large variations), supporting the theory that ‘pilotitis’ (performing many small-scaled pilot studies that rarely enter sequential phase 3 trials) is a persistent barrier to probiotic innovation. Nonetheless, some of these health benefits have been acknowledged by other regulatory authorities, for instance, in Japan and Canada (He & Benno, 2011; Health Canada, 2015). It appears that the European criteria for the scientific substantiation of a health claim are particularly stringent (Binnendijk & Rijkers, 2013), and although this has expedited improved probiotic research quality over time, most (earlier) trials do not yet meet these standards.
10.5.2 Recommendations

To substantiate health claims in Europe, clinical trials need to evaluate the relationship between a specific probiotic and maintenance of good health or reduced risks of a disease in a healthy population. The claim should be substantiated with demonstrable changes in generally accepted biomarkers reflecting the risk of disease (EFSA, 2016). To stimulate probiotic research in this regard, Gibson et al. (2011) have provided recommendations to design clinical trials and state that these should: (1) always formulate a precise and concrete hypothesis, and appropriate goals and parameters before starting a trial; (2) ensure they have sufficient sample size, such that they are adequately powered to reach statistically significant conclusions (taking into account adjustment for multiple testing), (3) ensure they are of appropriate duration and (4) focus on a single, primary objective and only evaluate multiple parameters when they are hypothesis-driven. These recommendations are valuable, but the scientific quality of a clinical trial is dependent on many more factors (i.e. appropriate monitoring, version control, audit-trials, quality assurance, adverse events reporting, and a-priori defining of hypotheses). Thorough recommendations are stipulated in ICH’s Good Clinical Practice guidelines, which is considered the golden quality standard for pharmaceutical research trials (ICH Topic E6, R1). We urge that probiotic innovators follow these recommendations when designing quality controlled clinical trials to advance probiotic innovation throughout the entire valorisation cycle. Moreover, as the most prominent results for LGG and BB-12 were observed for AAD prevention (in patients treated for *H. pylori* infection), stool frequency improvement (in populations with reduced stool frequency) and immune defence in the upper respiratory tract, these health domains could be prioritized to fast track the health claim approval process.

10.6 VALIDITY & LIMITATIONS

To attain the objectives of this thesis, we utilized a mix method and interpretive approach using a combination of literature studies, quantitative surveys, systematic reviews, meta-analyses and in-depth interviews. Research methods were carefully selected, and methodologies were reviewed for each study to ensure their validity but may nonetheless present certain limitations that are discussed here and within the individual chapters of this thesis.
A meta-analysis was conducted in Chapter 5 to assess the efficacy of probiotic intervention for the prevention of constipation in elderly nursing home residents and to estimate the probiotic treatment effect. Results were obtained in a systematic manner for each study and parameters were carefully chosen based on the Rome IV criteria for functional constipation. However, as different strains, carrier matrices, and intervention periods were combined in this analysis, generalization of results should be done cautiously as the health effects of probiotics can differ significantly between species and strains and within different carrier matrices. In practice, this means that when selecting a probiotic for constipation prevention, one should carefully consider the individual studies within the meta-analysis to make an adequate informed choice on the preferred probiotic. For the purpose of this study, however, our results clearly provide an indication of probiotic efficacy and its potential to reduce health care expenditures in nursing homes.

In-depth, semi-structured interviews were performed in Chapter 6 to evaluate the impact of probiotic intervention on the quality of life of ulcerative colitis patients, thereby taking an interpretative, constructionist approach. This study method does not delineate experiences and perceptions by pre-defined or measurable categories and thus allows the inclusion of any relevant theme and is highly suited for the purpose of this study; gaining a deeper understanding of the perceptions and experiences of UC patients. In terms of clinical validity, however, this also means that statements regarding the impact of the intervention on quality of life rely on subjective experiences and interpretations. For future studies, we recommend combining these interviews with standardized and validated questionnaires such as the SF-36 and IBD Quality of Life Index (Guyatt et al., 1989).

To evaluate and quantify the perceptions of Medical Doctors and General Practitioners towards probiotics, quantitative surveys were utilized in Chapter 7 & 8. To ensure their internal validity, survey questions were first pilot tested with five medical doctors, whose feedback was incorporated into the questionnaire before being sent to participants. However, in the study with European physicians (Chapter 8), telephonic interviews were conducted rather than digital surveys (Chapter 7), aiming to improve the response rate while complying with the (then implemented) GDPR legislation. Telephonic interviews may introduce some bias, as the respondents can be more inclined to provide ‘desirable’ answers, or their opinions may be biased by the tone of the surveyor. Moreover, multiple choice questions in such surveys are provided in a certain order, where the first options could be selected more frequently as the interviewee is at that point unaware of the entire scope
Survey administrators were therefore instructed to recall all options first, and then repeat them for choice selection in order to improve the validity of survey outcomes.

For the systematic review on the health benefits of LGG and BB-12 (Chapter 9), we evaluated their effects in a strain- and indication specific manner by systematically reviewing both the results and quality of the clinical trials at hand. While results clearly indicate that the intervention may have beneficial effects for certain indications, they are not quantified in terms of their combined treatment effect and significance. For future reference, clinical trials with LGG and BB-12 that report effects on stool frequency (in populations with reduced stool frequency) or AAD incidence (in populations treated for *H. pylori* infection) provide valuable grounds for meta-analyses, bearing in mind the limitations associated with the different carrier matrices and intervention periods that are used.

### 10.7 SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

Fermented foods have played a vital role in the advancement of human health for millennia. The microorganism residing within them are able to maintain or restore a balanced and diverse microbiota, inhibit the growth of pathogens, support immune defence and stimulate metabolism and nutritional intake (Chapter 1). In contemporary culture, we are able to isolate, culture and characterize these beneficial microbes to create specialized medicine or dietary supplements termed probiotics. Probiotic applications have an enormous potential to promote human health (Chapter 4, 5, and 9), as they are involved in numerous systemic, metabolic, neurological and immunological pathways. The health indications for which probiotics can be prescribed are therefore diverse, ranging from gut health to neurological disease, allergies and oncology (Chapter 9). Moreover, orally consumed probiotics have an excellent safety profile with few reported adverse events that make them a suitable intervention for adults, young children and elderly. Despite their potential, however, it appears that the innovation process for probiotics is hampered considerably, as relatively few probiotic strains are available commercially, their health claims are continuously rejected in Europe and there remains a lack of fundamental knowledge on probiotics and their interaction with the host (van den Nieuwboer et al., 2016b). We show in this thesis, that probiotic innovators are faced with several persistent challenges throughout the entire development cycle.
First and foremost, there is a clear lack of scientific substantiation of probiotic health effects and their underlying mechanisms of action, despite an increasing amount of (clinical) studies that are being performed. This is epitomized by the fact that no probiotic health claim has been approved by the EFSA to date. Even for the most substantiated probiotic strains, the combined evidence for a plethora of health indications is limited, and their mechanism of action is often poorly understood (Chapter 9). Moreover, both physicians and patients expressly state that they are awaiting more compelling evidence from research studies (Chapter 6, 7 and 8). Evaluating the health effects of probiotics in human studies is difficult in principle, because probiotic effects tend to be subtle, strain-specific and can vary substantially between individuals. Nonetheless, the quality of probiotic research studies is also generally suboptimal, especially compared with the ‘pharma-standard’ of controlled clinical research, exemplified by the frequent underpowered nature of these studies and lack of randomization (Chapter 4, 5 and 9). On the one hand, this is understandable as monetary investments in probiotic food studies are substantially less than investments in pharmaceutical research trials. This can be explained by the fact that unsubstantiated probiotics can also be freely sold on the open market, provided they are safe and produced according to appropriate quality standards, thereby creating a perceivably unfair competition that reduces the incentive to invest in costly clinical trials. Regardless, conducting multiple, successive, and high-powered efficacy studies (in healthy populations) in line with quality guidelines (such as ICH’s GCP) and evaluating changes in generally accepted biomarkers reflecting the risk of a disease, are needed to substantiate health effects to European regulators that will facilitate their health claim approval. Obtaining this approval would generate a concise competitive advantage and will ultimately reduce the deleterious influence of unsubstantiated or ‘pirate’ probiotics. Moreover, scientific evidence and accompanying health claims may improve the perceptions of both physicians and patients towards probiotics, thereby improving public opinion, potentially increasing adoption and stimulating the promotion of human health.

While further efficacy evaluations in clinical trials are evidently needed to stimulate innovation, we also show in this thesis that the safety & accessibility of probiotics (Chapter 4 and 5), together with the influence of carrier matrices and production environments (Chapter 3), are underexposed within the probiotic industry. Indeed, probiotics have an excellent safety profile, but their adverse events are systematically reported in an imprecise, inconsistent and arguably incomplete manner (Chapter 4). Often a mere overall and unspecific safety statement is provided, but
the incidence of events is not reported. Another frequently underexposed aspect of probiotic innovation is the accessibility of the intervention for consumers and patients. Probiotics are widely available, in both supermarkets and pharmacies, but specialized probiotic formulations can be expensive and, as a dietary supplement, are generally not reimbursed by health insurers. It is therefore crucial to further evaluate the health economic potential of probiotics, as we established in chapter 5 for elderly nursing home residents. On a macroeconomic level, such data will help to convince insurance companies to reimburse-, and health institutions to adopt these interventions if they are able reduce other health care-related expenditures (Chapter 5). Moreover, probiotics are live microorganisms that are affected by their surroundings and need to be consistently monitored on their viability and functionality. We show that carrier matrices and production processes are able to alter probiotic functionality, gene expression or cell proliferation and therefore potentially affect their safety profile (Chapter 3), but critical factors contributing to these changes remain underexposed. Considering that some probiotics do not match the reported strains on the product’s packing, or that some strains show altered gene expression when compared with the native strain, stresses the need for further (empirical and clinical) evaluation and improved quality control measures post-production and storage.

Lastly, we show that the legal access and utilization of probiotic microorganisms can be rather challenging (Chapter 2). Many successful production systems and technologies, including lactic acid bacteria in yoghurt and cheese production, have been transferred to other regions and nations over the years. A large share of genetic diversity used in conventional products is therefore of exotic origin. As people also frequently travel around the world and microbes move from the human body into the environment and other hosts, it raises the question of ownership and nationality of a microbe. It can therefore be difficult or even impossible to determine where a probiotic resource originated from, and consequently, with which country prior informed consent and mutually agreed terms need to be negotiated, making the legislative process for access and utilization of probiotics unattainable at times. There has also been much debate on whether genetic resources originating from the human microbiome (such as probiotics) should fall within the scope of such legislations. Many consider these to be human genetic resources that should not be covered by Access and Benefit Sharing legislations as it would be unethical for any government to have sovereign rights over such an important element of human physiology. Similarly, it is debated whether Genetic Sequence Data, vital for quick screening and discovery of new probiotics and their suitability for incorporation
into foods and medicine, should be covered by national or regional legislations. There are substantial opportunities to foster innovation within this domain by increasing uniformity and standardization, which would require increasing cooperation between industry, academia, regulators and providers of genetic resources, which can be stimulated in a multilateral system of facilitated access, similar to the Food and Agriculture Organization's (FAO) International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture.

Overall, we can see that the probiotic industry has shown tremendous growth over the past decades and is likely to retain this growth pattern. Intervention and supplementation with probiotics will therefore play an increasingly vital role in the promotion and maintenance of human health. We urge probiotic innovators to critically evaluate the quality and scope of their (proposed) clinical trials, increase cooperation with academia and regulators, and to continuously monitor and evaluate the quality of their strains, products and processes, in order to abate persistent challenges that hamper the probiotic innovation process.
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